2021 Quarter Century Club Gift Selections
Quarter Century Club Gift Selection

Option # 1

Audible 1-Year Membership

Description:

Everything is better when you listen. Listen anywhere, anytime to your favourite audiobooks – whether you’re in the car, on a run, or even doing the ironing! Your one-year membership includes: 1 credit per month - good for any audiobook regardless of price; 30% off additional audiobooks in exclusive member-only savings; unlimited listening to Audible Original Podcasts; your own audio library – you keep your books even after membership; and easy exchanges – don’t love a book? Swap it for free.
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Option # 2
Bugatti Business Tote

Description:

Business tote featuring synthetic black Saffiano Leather with top zippered compartments to maximize capacity. Up to 15.6” padded and secured computer compartment inside equipped with zippered pockets and organizer. Coordinating accessory pouch.

Decoration: Embossed with university crest.
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Option # 3

Bugatti Duffle Bag

Description:

Black duffle bag made of vegan leather from the Gin & Twill collection by Bugatti. Equipped with an easy-access outer pocket and reinforced handles, this timeless travel bag opens towards the center for a maximum loading capacity. Inside is a zippered pocket. This versatile weekender will follow you on all your travels and is the ideal bag you will want to take to the gym.

Measurements H: 11.75” x W: 20” x D: 7.25”

Decoration: Debossed university crest on duffle bag.
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Option # 4

Bugatti Messenger Bag

Description:

Black messenger bag made of textured vegan leather from the Gin & Twill collection by Bugatti. Featuring a multi-use built-in organizer, quick-access back pocket, adjustable shoulder strap and a padded section that fits most 14’ laptops. Measurements H: 10” W: 14.5” D: 2.5”

Decoration: Debossed university crest on messenger bag.
Description:

This Bulova desk clock has a solid Aluminum case with a brushed and polished finish. The black dial features a spun aluminum chapter ring with black roman numerals and silver hands. A protective glass lens covers the face.

Decoration: Engraved with McMaster University.
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Option # 6

Bulova Watch with Leather Strap, McMaster Crested

Description:

Brushed champagne or silver dial with stick markers. Luminous hands. Second hand. Curved crystal. Stainless steel case with gold or silver finish. Dark brown or black leather strap. Water resistant to 30 meters. Available in both large and small watch face sizes.

Decoration: University crest featured on face of watch.
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Option # 7

Commuter Bundle

Description:

This official McMaster University soft shell jacket by Coal Harbour is available in both ladies (XS to 3XL) and men’s (SM to 4XL) sizing. Jacket is Heather Grey. Water repellant and breathable, this jacket is designed to keep you warm while enjoying the great outdoors. The gift set also includes a telescopic maroon umbrella and a 14oz vacuum-insulated black travel mug.

Decoration: University crest embroidered on the left chest of jacket and featured prominently on both the umbrella and travel mug.
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Option # 8

Fire HD 8, 64 GB Tablet

Description:

Fire HD 8 is fast and responsive, with a vibrant 8” HD display, 64 GB of internal storage, 2 GB of RAM, and 30% faster performance thanks to the new 2.0 GHz quad-core processor. Stream movies, watch videos, or play games with the enhanced wifi. Enjoy downloaded content all day with the 12-hour battery life. USB-C for easier charging when you need to power back up.

Decoration: None
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Option # 9

Pearl Bracelet

Description:

Freshwater cultured pearl bracelet with sterling silver accents. Length: 7 inches. Black jewelry box.

Decoration: None
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Option # 10

Russell Hood & SIGG Thermos Set

Description:

Russell Athletic Dri-Power fleece offers a great fit and moisture-wicking performance. This quality garment features a front pocket and drawstring hood in a grey 50/50 cotton/polyester blend. Available in Unisex S-2XL. Enjoy your favourite beverage in a white .75L stainless steel SIGG thermos that will keep liquids hot for 18 hours or cold for 24 hours.

Decoration: Full colour embroidery on sweatshirt chest & full colour crest on thermos.
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Option # 11

Sony WH-CH510 Bluetooth Over Ear Headphones

Description:

Whether you’re out on your daily commute or jamming at your desk, Sony’s Bluetooth wireless over-ear headphones let you take great sound with you wherever you go. Bluetooth connectivity lets you wirelessly stream music from your smartphone while 1.18” drivers deliver rich sound for an unforgettable listening experience. Up to 35 hours of battery life, swivel design for easy travel and microphone for hands-free calling and voice commands.

Decoration: None
Description:

Whether you’re relaxing on the patio or having a picnic in the park, this Bluetooth speaker offers wireless functionality, great sound and a built-in microphone. The included power bank will ensure you have plenty of battery power to get through your day.

Decoration: Debossed logo on front of speaker and power bank.
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Option # 13

Sterling Silver, Black Onyx Earring & Necklace Set

Description:
Sterling silver, black onyx and white cubic zircon earrings with matching pendant on an 18” chain. Presented separately in black jewelry boxes featuring McMaster University medallions.

Decoration: Silver McMaster University medallion on jewelry boxes.
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Option # 14

Donation to McMaster’s United Way Workplace Campaign

Description:

It is at times like this that we become more aware than ever of the importance of community, and the crucial role we can all play in supporting one another during challenging times. The McMaster United Way Campaign is an important way in which we can demonstrate our support for the broader community.

In lieu of a gift, you may choose to direct the value of your service award selection to McMaster’s United Way Workplace Campaign. Donations will support the United Way’s greatest needs. More information about the campaign is available on their website.